
Report on Project Field visit at Baap, Jodhpur 

Day 1 (19.11.12) - Monday   

Dean Forbes and Saurin Shah arrived at GRAVIS’s Jodhpur office in the morning at 9:30 A.M. We 

(Dean, Saurin and Praveen) had discussion with Dr. Prakash Tyagi about field visit plan and 

expectations regarding the project. We all left at 11:30 A.M for Baap field office (180 kms away 

from Jodhpur) and reached there at 4:30 A.M. (On the way to Baap, we had our lunch and also 

visited Osian Temple). After reaching Baap we had brief interaction with Shrikant Srivastava 

(Project Field Staff) and Devi Chand Mishra (Field Engineer) and departed for the project villages.  

We visited Kishneri village, one of our 5 project villages, where the lime grinding mill was set up. 

Reaching the village site, we noticed the progress of the grinding mill. The digging of mill’s track 

(periphery) was completed. The grinding wheel (of stone) and lime bags were already purchased and 

transported to the site. We had discussion with Khanuram (representative from community) about 

our plan to construct the Beri and Taanka with lime. Khanuram is the person who does day to day 

monitoring and progress of the mill, as the mill has been dug in his land near to his shop close to the 

highway road. Shaurin suggested the field staff to fill up the mill’s track (periphery) as it was 

overdug compared to the wheel’s width and diameter. Next day plan was made to come back to the 

field as early as possible and visit the water structures in the village. As it was already dark, Dean 

was not able to take the photographs. We left for GRAVIS’s Kalron Field Centre and reached there 

at 8:00 P.M, there we had our stay and dinner. 

Day 2 (20.11.12) – Tuesday  

We departed for the field at 8:00 A.M from Kalron Field Centre, reached the Baap Centre at 9:00 

A.M. On the way to Baap, we visited a Naadi (pond) at Bhartasar village and took photographs of it. 

We moved all around the Naadi and understood its water flow, catchment area, spillway to control 

excessive water, steps & mud wall erected to hold the water, barricade of dirty railway track water 

by erecting mud bunds, rules made by the village committee for proper water management, etc. We 

reached Kishneri village at 10:30 A.M (we had our breakfast on the way and even vehicle tyre got 

punctured which consumed time to fix it back). In the site where the grinding mill was constructed, 

we had brief discussion with Khanuram. Photographs were taken of the grinding mill. Masons and 

field staff were present there. Shaurin showed us a presentation with example of Taanka on how 

construction can happen with lime, the precautions to be taken and process to make lime mortar for 

construction. He gave detailed explanation on steps to prepare the grinding mill like pit digging 

dimension, central and track PCC, central pivot fixing, stone partition on track side, ball bearing in 

the wheel, etc. 

After field discussion we went to see the new Beri (1
st
 test/experimental beri) which has to be 

renovated under the project. Discussion was done on how Beri works to conserve rain water. We 

also saw few already renovated Beris with cement superstructure. We confirmed to construct the 

superstructure with lime for new Beries to provide more durability as compared to the cement 



structure.  Photographs were taken of the Beries. We visited some dilapidated Beries and understood 

the reason for it to be run down. The owner of the Beri said us that due to excessive water storage 

and absence of superstructure the Beries have rundown. We discussed that in future such collapsed 

Beries can be converted into Taanka. The owner of the Beri invited us to have a feast of sweet & 

delicious desert cucumber (locally called Kachar). We also visited a Taanka constructed out of 

cement by GRAVIS in the same village. We discussed some details about the Taanka like, size, 

capacity, catchment bed, silt catcher system, beneficiary contribution, etc. Water samples were taken 

of Beri and Taanka as well. We had a prolonged discussion with one of our beneficiary Jeevanram, 

he had a Beri about 50-60 years old and he has constructed a new one also. We understood about the 

different layers of the earth surface which has to be dug during Beri construction. The layers are 

primarily categorized as Top surface (consisting of soil, sand and porous soil), Middle surface 

(consisting of soft and hard rocks) and Bottom surface (consisting of clay soil). These 3 layers are of 

different depths. Photographs were taken of all the layer and physical structures. 

After our lunch we went to visit the Percolated Beri in the pond at Nokra village near Bikaner. The 

pond had about 60 percolated beries dug everywhere in the bed. Though the pond had dried up but 

all the Beries were full of percolated water. Some of the Beries super structure had been renovated 

by GRAVIS before, but still more than 50 % of the Beries needs structural renovation. Then we 

departed for Bikaner and reached there at 5:30 P.M. There we visited a Lime Bhata near Gajner and 

met the lime contractor Jahurddin Khan. He explained us the whole process of converting limestone 

into lime. He told us that the Bhatta needs to be kept lit up for 24 hrs and the existing Bhaatas has 

been lit up continuously from past many years (20 years as said by a labour working there). The 

Lime Bhatta had layers of limestone and coal in it which gets heated up and burnt evenly to be 

converted into powder lime after treatment with water. Photographs were taken of the activities. We 

also visited Jahurddin Khan’s House which was constructed out of lime. We were really amazed to 

see the fine lime work on walls which had a shining effect like ceramic. After that we dropped 

Shaurin to the railway station and reached back to Kalron Centre at 11:00 P.M and had our late 

dinner. 

Day 3 (21.11.12) – Wednesday 

Dean and I departed after morning breakfast from Kalron centre at 8:30 A.M, reached Baap centre at 

9:30 A.M. One of our field staff from Baap accompanied us to guide us for Khetusar village (one of 

our project village). We reached Khetusar village at 11:30 A.M. There we visited again percolated 

Beries in the Naadi (pond). The Naadi was full with water and had about 80-90 percolated water 

filled Beries in the pond bed. The Naadi was an immense example of water above the ground as well 

as below the ground. There we met Manohar Singh (a village representative) and he informed us that 

the Beries are 300 yrs old. We were surprised to see that none of the Beries had durable 

superstructure. Most of them were just dug up and kept open without any covering of physical 

structure. The Naadi had a very large catchment area of about 80-90 hectares all around which was 

of course the reason for the Naadi to have water in it with Beries full of water. The Naadi had steps 

and wall created from one side to have easier access to water. We had discussions with few other 



community people and shared our project plan and objectives of renovating the Beri with lime. They 

were happy to adopt the traditional technology and demanded for renovating every Beri in the pond. 

Photographs were taken of the water structure. We returned back to Baap centre and had our lunch.  

Again at 2:30 P.M we departed for Reen village (one of our project villages). On the way we quickly 

visited Salt Mines and understood the process of salt making. Reen village is the salt mining belt and 

the whole area has salt deposits, the underground water is salty and unfit for drinking. No 

agricultural land and only source of living is livestock and labour work in salt mines. We visited the 

site where new Taanka has to be constructed, the pit digging of Taanka was going on which was dug 

up to 4-5 feet.  We interacted with the beneficiary named Amna Khatun w/o Nasraruddin. The 

Taanka would be shared by 3 families benefitting 25 individuals. We discussed with them that the 

Taanka will be constructed of lime to make it durable for years. But they insisted to construct it with 

cement instead of lime, reason behind was failure of a lime Taanka constructed near to their house. 

The villagers insisted us to visit the lime Taanka and explained that due to percolation of salty water 

from the walls of the Taanka, the plastering collapsed and taanka became non functional. We tried to 

understand the reason behind the failure of lime taanka and came to know that the Taanka was 100 

years old and only dysfunctional from last 5-6 years because people nearby have dug bore wells and 

water has percolated from the bore wells to the taanka and made the water salty (as said by the 

villagers). Photographs were taken by Dean of the field work. We returned back to our Kalron centre 

at 7:30 P.M. 

Day 4 (22.11.12) – Thursday 

Dean and I departed from Baap centre at 8:30 after breakfast and reached Baap centre at 9:30 A.M. 

There we (Dean, Praveen, Shrikant, Devichand) had discussion about the issue of feasibility of lime 

taanka construction in Reen village and came up with conclusion that we will take Kishneri village 

for the 1
st
 Taanka (test/experimental taanka) construction instead of Reen, as the grinding mill is also 

in the same village. It would be easier for us to transport the mortar in the same village, understand 

how the mortar is working like the time for it to dry up, hold the stone bricks, mortar usability within 

the time it takes to after being transported to field village 45-60 kms away from grinding mill, etc. In 

short, it would be easier for the field staff to learn and draw inferences about lime construction work. 

We also discussed that we can construct cement Taanka for the beneficiary in Reen, as we had 

already promised the family for taanka construction and they have already dug the pit. Dean and 

myself departed for Jodhpur at 11:30 A.M and reached Jodhpur at 4:00 P.M (On the way to Jodhpur, 

we had our lunch and also visited Balaji Temple). Dean Forbes departed for Delhi at 10:00 A.M next 

day on 23.11.12. 

 


